Canada’s Catholic
Publishing House

Book Launch, Author Signing
plus a Special Art Exhibit:

Artist Joseph Ferrant will be on hand as we showcase his
beautifully executed originals of the portraits which accompany
Canadian Sonnets. His work will also be available for sale.

Clemens Cavallin, author of Art and Sacrificial Love:
A Conversation with Michael D. O’Brien

A conversation between two Catholic artists who are also gifted writers. The setting is a house in the woods
near Combermere; the two men are alone except for animals, and free to explore the wellsprings of Christian
art and the suffering that its creation entails. The discussion is not theoretical; it lays bare the anguish and
joy of a life lived in the service of an artist’s vocation.

Christine Schintgen, author of Canadian Sonnets

Christine Schintgen’s gentle but penetrating sonnets ponder the mystery of goodness, of human struggle,
defeat and victory, making visible each soul’s distinct character and mission within the vast communio of the
Kingdom — in this place, in these late centuries of the phenomenon known as Canada. Lavishly illustrated by
Joseph Ferrant’s extraordinary portraits of people of faith, this book will unfold its graces on many a mosquitoafflicted summer’s day and brutally cold winter’s night. It is a unique treasure. Michael O’Brien, Author & Artist

Peter Karl Koritansky, author of Engaging the Sceptic

An invitation to visit the sunlit garden of philosophy in the company of a lucid guide. Don’t just go as a
tourist. If you let him, Koritansky will teach you how to detect the noxious weeds of scientism, materialism and atheism that fester in the shadows at the garden’s perimeter. He’ll show you how to pull them
out of your soul by the roots, and leave them to wither in the sun. Graeme Hunter, Professor Emeritus of
Philosophy, University of Ottawa

Canadian Converts Volume II

The second collection of stories of conversion to the Catholic Church in Canada. In it, fifteen contemporary Canadians of very diverse
religious and social backgrounds describe their paths to Rome in the twenty-first century. The stories are a testimony to the power of
grace, made the more vivid against a secular background of hostility and contempt for religion and the current crisis in the Church.

Wednesday, November 7th, at 7pm

In the Scavi at St Patrick’s Basilica (Kent at Gloucester St, Ottawa)
Free Admission, Light Refreshments
613-729-2247 justinpress.ca

